Do you get a flood of requests from suppliers interested in working for you? Sifting through the large number of requests for work and assessing initial supplier qualifications can be a large task. Perhaps you want to efficiently expand to new suppliers to support diversity objectives, but still want to perform an initial screening ensuring minimum compliance with corporate standards. The good news is that in both cases, BROWZ can help you.

Simple supplier registration

BROWZ can create an online portal to help you easily screen and onboard suppliers. Ready Source is a web-based assessment that suppliers complete which helps you evaluate potential suppliers prior to awarding a bid.

How it works

BROWZ consults with you to define and/or create your specific screening criteria for prospective suppliers. This can include data such as company information, basic qualifications, supplier diversity, certifications, government identifiers, industry code information, and documentation. A registration form is then designed to meet your screening criteria. This registration form can be embedded on your current corporate website, or BROWZ can create a separate web page branded to match your company’s logo and colors.

Direct prospective suppliers to this ‘portal’ and request they complete the registration form to submit their interest in working for you. The data submitted through this form goes directly into your existing BROWZ database in a prequalification status where you have access to review suppliers and select the most appropriate partners. When you’re ready to work with a given supplier, you can request that they become fully-credentialed members of BROWZ and we will roll them up into a BROWZ membership and gather and verify their information to help them reach compliance.

Prospective suppliers can easily provide their basic qualifications allowing you to make better hiring decisions.

BROWZ manages over 10,000 suppliers in the Ready Source

Key Benefits

- Easy to implement
- Configured to your specifications
- Low cost solution
- Provide a seamless user experience for suppliers
- Support supplier diversity objectives